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Mission
Provide members with
regular and fast track
information, comment
and analysis on matters
relating to the broad
work of directors in
Jersey;
offer a variety of
forums for directors to
discuss, debate and
share information by
establishing regular
meetings, networking,
CPD sessions and JADO
web-based discussion
forums; and
in pursuit of these
goals:- become a
representative body on
local matters that relate
to the work of directors
in Jersey, be they
legislative, regulatory or
economic.

by
Mark McNicholas

“Ball of confusion, that’s
what the world is today” The Temptations
The above song was written in the late 60s and saw
Motown move away from avoiding controversy
to deliberately commenting on contemporary
issues. In this case, reflecting on the confused
state of affairs and the pessimistic outlook that had
descended upon the USA.
Fast forward half a century and it’s reasonable to
say that closer to home the political, social and
economic backdrop is just as utterly bewildering:
The Tories become the party of nationalisation
and income tax rises.
The traditional mantra of free trade is “good for
all” now being challenged by the imposition of
tariffs and an impending global trade war.
The Foreign Secretary is attributed with a
forthright slogan about business that Malcolm
McLaren, in his pomp, would have been proud
of. He subsequently joined the queue and
resigned from the cabinet.
The England football team win plaudits from
fans and press alike, the manager is popular
and self effacing and waistcoats become
popular.
As another Motown legend once said quite
succinctly “What’s Going On?”
Fear not, however, for at JADO Towers we pride
ourselves on being a bastion of clarity, consistency
but never complacency. The articles submitted
for this edition are of the usual high standard.
The first is from Justin Woodhouse at PWC in
Jersey and follows on from a series of informative
briefings that Justin and his colleagues delivered
earlier on in the year.

Our second article is from Dilmun Leach at Collas
Crill, who were the kind sponsors at our recent
Summer Drinks reception. Dilmun’s article focuses
on how Jersey’s legal sector is responding to and
working alongside the growing and ever evolving
fintech / digital sector.
Our third article is from Mike Capraro at Zedra.
Mike’s feature provides an excellent insight into
the world of the fund administrator with emphasis
upon how systems are having to develop in order
to deal with the increasingly complex regulatory,
tax and legal environment as well as a shift in the
requirements from both investment managers and
investors.
Our final article is from Jimmy Kelly at Mason
Breese. Jimmy is an established performance
coach and has worked in both the business and
sporting worlds. His article is timely as it coincides
with the World Cup and focuses on “ what makes
a great manager?”. I can’t confirm whether Jimmy
owns a natty waistcoat or not but his feature offers
a great insight into the methods of some sporting
world renowned leaders.
This edition also includes a number of photos
from the recent Summer Drinks at the Radisson
Hotel. The weather gods were kind to us and all
those who attended enjoyed a relaxing evening
socialising with guests from Jersey and further
afield. Many thanks to David Evans for an excellent
set of photographs.
We have also included a brief article recapping
the lunch that JADO hosted which featured James
Quarmby, tax partner at Stephenson Harwood,
delivering an energetic talk to a packed room at the
Pomme d’ Or on the prevailing supervisory regime
and how this is affecting Jersey. My own personal
straw poll revealed that all the attendees enjoyed
this event and your Committee is keen to ensure
that we follow up on this with more functions,
featuring inspiring speakers, in the future.
A reminder to all members to keep up to date with
forthcoming events ( including CPD sessions) and
articles via the website and Linkedin pages.
This concludes the edition. I would like to thank
all our contributors to the newsletter and once
again thanks to Scott Graphics for their assistance
in getting this to print.

Getting to grips with
the level of tax rise

by
Justin Woodhouse
Tax Partner - PwC

Much of Jersey’s tax, like
Jersey’s weather, comes from
elsewhere. No shortage of either
recently, although at least the
weather is improving.
We have just seen proposals from the UK
“profit fragmentation rules” aimed at UK
residents using offshore structures to shelter
income from exploitation of their talents. The
EU has also copied the existing UK system
for the disclosure of tax avoidance schemes.
It will make reportable by intermediaries or
taxpayers themselves any tax-deductible
payments to a low tax jurisdiction such
as Jersey, if there is a tax purpose to the
payment.
Property teams in the island had a surprise
November announcement by the Chancellor
of plans to tax capital gains of non-residents
from disposals of commercial property
from April 2019. We expect draft legislation
this summer. Signs are the offshore real
estate fund sector has been listened to but
it’s too early to call. HM Treasury is also
still committed to moving corporate nonresident landlords out of the income tax
regime and into corporation tax from 2020.
For some larger taxpayers this will mean
exposure to the interest and loss restriction
rules in the UK.
In the PE funds world, structures are
grappling with not only the U.K.’s hybrids
and interest deductibility rules but also the
introduction of equivalent provisions in all
major EU jurisdictions. The US has also
introduced its own hybrids rules, together
with the broader US tax reform proposals
which create challenges for some fund
structures.
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This year, we will see the second round of
reporting under the CRS regime. As yet,
island fiduciary businesses have not seen
the volume of tax authority follow-up one
might have expected but this can only be a
matter of time, and gives added urgency to
Requirement to Correct work: deadline 30
September this year.
Island businesses continue to work on
the corporate criminal offence of failure to
prevent the facilitation of tax evasion. Risk
assessment should have been done at the
end of last year and most remediation plans
should be starting to come into place.
The EU code of conduct group on harmful
tax competition announced at the end of
last year that they have concerns about
the level of substance required to access

the Jersey zero rate. The States committed
to introducing a substance requirement
by the end of this year. Little is being said
by the EU code group as to what form
that substance requirement will take. The
OECD at least acknowledges that holding
company regimes are not usually about
the abuse of substance but about avoiding
double taxation.
At home, the Jersey tax system does not
stand still. We have seen an extension of the
10% rate to certain financing activities and
changes to the information requirements in
relation to zero rate returns.
So, a fluid and challenging environment.
There’s never been a time more appropriate
for getting to grips with the level of tax risk in
an organisation.

Jersey Legal Trends

by
Dilmun Leach
Group Partner Collas Crill

A key trend that we have seen
recently in the legal world is
the number of new technology
businesses setting up in Jersey.
As one of the world’s leading
financial centres with a well
respected regulator and legal
system, a wealth of expertise and
a modern and flexible companies
law, Jersey is the ideal jurisdiction
to start a technology business.
Here are some reasons why.

Companies law
Jersey’s companies law has its foundations
in English companies law, meaning that
not only is it robust and well-respected, it
will also be familiar to investors around the
world. Despite the similarities, Jersey offers
a degree of flexibility not always afforded by
English law.

Sandbox

New vehicles

As well as investing in some of the highest
speed internet globally, Jersey has
implemented innovative regulations to help
fledgling technology businesses develop.

Future legal developments on the horizon
that will provide new flexible options for
tech start-ups include:

Legislation was passed in 2015 requiring
virtual currency exchangers to register with
the Jersey Financial Services Commission
and
implement
certain
AML/CFT
procedures.
However, in recognition of the importance
of giving start-up technology businesses the
freedom to experiment and develop their
business models, services and products
without being constrained by burdensome
regulation, the law also created a “regulatory
sandbox” which exempts virtual currency
exchangers with a turnover of less than
£150,000 from most of the provisions of the
law.

ICOs
The States of Jersey has also announced
that new guidelines will be published with
detailed guidance on launching an ICO,
giving technology businesses new options
for raising capital and cementing Jersey’s
reputation as a tech hub.

An update to the Jersey limited
partnership law where further “safe
harbours” will be introduced for limited
partners to play a more active role in
the limited partnership without losing
their limited liability status
New limited liability partnership (LLP)
law, where an LLP can now be used as
an instrument structure, or a new tech
joint venture business for example, and
there are more flexible arrangements for
returning capital to members
A new limited liability company (LLC),
similar to that used in the US, where
members have limited liability and can
manage their affairs as they wish under
the LLC agreement
All this, combined with a business friendly
tax regime, a favourable time-zone and
easy access to London and the European
markets makes Jersey an attractive place
for cutting edge technology businesses to
establish themselves.

For example, Jersey company law has
flexible mechanisms for returning capital to
investors, ensuring that investors are taxed
on lower capital rates instead of income
rates, provided that a look-forward cash flow
solvency test is met. Similarly, assuming the
company is solvent, a Jersey company can
make a distribution to shareholders from any
source other than nominal capital or capital
redemption reserve. This repatriation of
income to investors usually gives rise to a
dividend tax treatment (so the lower divided
tax rates apply compared to higher income
rates).
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JADO Annual Summer Reception 2018

Music was provided throughout the evening by
Matt and Adam from P2.

JADO stalwarts Andy Mason and Andy Pitter.

Keeping cool in the summer heat - Julie Ellis, Katie Benbow,
Beverly Bloor, Jennie Hamilton and Jasmine Hamilton.

On the terrace - Zoe Dixon Smith, Jemima Leach,
Susan Patterson and David Oliver.

Members enjoying the food, drink and
conversation at the Radisson.

Jemima Leach from Minerva and Dilmun Leach
from Collas Crill.

Zoe introducing Mike Williams from Collas Crill,
our sponsors for the evening.

Thanks to the team at the Radisson for
looking after all the attendees.
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JADO hosted a lunch in May for 140 members and friends of the Association at which an excellent talk was delivered by
James Quarmby of Stephenson Harwood LLP. A superbly delivered blend of high octane humour and trepidation as he guided us
through “The increasingly hostile civil and criminal penalty regimes and how they will affect Jersey businesses and clients.
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Systems functionality:
an administrator’s
perspective
Whilst undoubtedly it is the
investment manager of a
fund that creates investment
performance and is the reason
why investors entrust a fund with
their hard-earned cash, it is the
fund administrator that acts as
the operational engine room for
the fund.
The administrator is typically required
to act as the cog in the fund wheel. This
includes interfacing with all the fund
counterparties, ensuring that investors
are well looked after, safeguarding the
fund, its directors and its investors against
regulatory risks by ensuring, for example,
that anti-money laundering laws and
codes of practice are enforced. It includes
adapting to ever changing regulation and
reporting requirements, not to mention all
of its standard responsibilities of acting
as company secretary, facilitating board
meetings, striking NAVs, subscriptions
and redemptions, distributions, financial
statements and so the list goes on.
It is worth pausing for a moment and reflecting
on these administrator functions, because
without a powerful and integrated fund
administration system, the administrator will
be significantly constrained in meeting even
a fraction of these responsibilities in a way
that safeguards everyone involved.
What do we mean by “powerful” and
“integrated”? To answer this it might be best
to describe how a system operates, in very
broad and high level terms.
Firstly, the data capture aspect. The old
adage of “garbage in, garbage out” still
applies. However, if the data is not in the
system in the first place then it can’t be
extracted, which of course affects the
reporting capability. Simple, one might say,
but the real challenge is to ensure that the
system has the ability to capture all the data
that is required across all the counterparties
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of a fund, all the transactions and relevant
information throughout the life of the fund.
When thought of in that context, not quite
so simple.
Secondly, once the data is in the system,
assuming accurately captured and in the
right places, the system must have the
capability to produce the calculations
and seamlessly execute the operational
functions. For example, and put very
simplistically, calculating a NAV by importing
asset prices from an independent, external
data source such as Bloomberg, calculating
the gross asset value of the fund, utilising
the fee module and incorporating all of the
accruals to calculate the net asset value.
This process could include some rather
complex performance fee calculations.
The same example could be stated for the
dealing function; creating or redeeming
shares, creating valuation statements and
contract notes and preparing the emailing
to investors and their financial advisers,
or uploading them to a web portal, all
automated and without human intervention.
Thirdly, reporting capability. Historically,
most systems of any note could provide
the essential reporting functionality such as
valuation packs for the investment manager
and valuation statements for the investors,
to name a few. However, the onset of FATCA
and CRS has taken reporting to a new
level, now for example, needing to convert
data into xml for uploading to government
agency web portals, preferably without
human intervention or secondary systems.
The modern way is for investors and
investment managers to access their fund
information whenever it suits them through
web portals and not to be overly reliant on
the receipt of information by post or email.
Online, real time data has become the norm
in reporting functionality.
Push-button technology and seamless,
integrated interaction between data in
different areas of a system are now the order
of the day. Different systems for investor

by
Mike Capraro

Head of Business Development - Zedra
administration and asset administration are
less effective than an integrated system
and only work with interfaces to make these
separate systems talk to each other, which
in itself requires yet more systems resource
and ultimately cost to the end client, not to
mention the additional risk of operational
failure.
A few other systems considerations to
mention: keeping customer due diligence
documents up to date is a legal requirement,
so consider a fund with 1000+ individual
investors, all of whom have provided their
passports and proofs of address as required
for due diligence purposes. Those passports
and address details will go out of date at
some stage, in which case the administrator
is not permitted to make any payments to
those investors. Imagine the workload and
risk of missing something if this monitoring
of expiry dates is left to human intervention.
A powerful system will monitor expiry dates
and generate reminders to investors. It
sounds simple and obvious, but one will be
surprised that not all administration systems
do this. There are numerous other such
examples. To complicate matters further,
there are significant functionality differences
between open (listed securities, hedge)
and closed-ended (private equity, property)
funds.
If you would like a system demonstration
please contact Mike Capraro by email at
mike.capraro@zedra.com.

Different People Different Roles
“Football is the most important of the least
important things.” Sacchi
by
Jimmy Kelly

Chief Learning Officer MasonBreese

Jimmy Kelly is Chief Learning
Officer at MasonBreese. He is
also the Performance Coach for
multiple clients including England
Schoolboys U18 Football Team
and Team Jets netball.
Once every four years, the best national
football teams on the planet come together,
kick a ball around for a month, England lose
on penalties, and they all go home again.
It’s an event that generates an estimated
$4.8 billion in revenue for the organisers.
For some, it’s the sporting highlight of the
year, for others, it’s an excuse to switch
over or switch off. But for all of us, it’s an
opportunity to pick up tips from some of the
best people managers on the planet.

to aid the transition. It is entirely illogical
to assume that someone with the skills to
undertake task A would have the skills or
capabilities to lead, manage, motivate and
provide clarity for others. They are very
different skills and different capabilities are
required.

and error) that is essential to producing
great outcomes. Southgate was fortunate
to be given time to apply his leadership
skills (first at Middlesbrough football club
and then through the England youth teams)
and to continue to develop his leadership
knowledge through additional qualifications.

Just this month Gareth Southgate, the
England Manager, gave an interview in
which he discussed his difficult transition
from player to coach, “One of the hardest
things as a new coach is that you don’t have
any evidence of what works. You have an
idea in your mind of how you think things
should be run, but you don’t actually have
evidence of the results until you’ve lived
through it.” What Southgate is highlighting
here is the gap between knowledge (an
idea of what works, usually based on what
you’ve seen work in the past) and skills
(development through application with trial

One of the lessons we can learn from football
is that different people have different roles:
some kick the ball, some coach others to
kick. In the office, some deliver the technical
expertise, some coach and lead others to
achieve it. Both valuable roles. Both very
different roles. Allowing people the time,
space, and learning to develop both skills
and knowledge is how great coaches are
made.
It was the great man Sacchi who also
reminded us, “Football is the most important
of the least important things”.

The legendary Italian head coach, Arrigo
Sacchi, was once challenged why he thought
he had the right qualifications to lead the
great AC Milan team having never played
professional football himself, “In order to
be a great jockey,” he said, “you don’t need
to have been a great horse first.” At a time
when the prevailing wisdom held that only
former players were qualified to lead football
teams, Sacchi broke the mould. His AC
Milan side went on to dominate European
football.
It isn’t only in the field of soccer that this
blinkered view of coaching and leadership
pervades. In most banks, retailers,
government agencies, the logic goes: if
you’re good at doing job A, you must be
good at leading other people to do Job A.
This promotion to lead others often comes
with little or no support, training or coaching
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NAME: John (Johnny) O’Sullivan
PLACE OF BIRTH: Jersey
Present occupation?
HSBC Integration Project Manager.

?

Professional resume?
The reason I chose my degree course was because it
guaranteed a year’s industry experience. I worked for
Microsoft and my highlight was meeting Steve Ballmer (CEO
Microsoft) who is an inspirational leader. Microsoft gave
me the opportunity to become one of the first 500 Microsoft
Certified Professionals globally plus travel to Paris as part of
the Microsoft rugby team where I played scrum-half.
After graduating from Kingston, I worked in London before
returning to Jersey. For the past 20 years I have gained
experience with global banks and a leading law firm in
various roles.
In 2016 I joined HSBC to work on an IT led program in Ring
Fencing the HSBC UK bank and the creation of the HSBC
Channel Islands and Isle of Man. It has been a key strategic
program for the bank and it has been amazing to work with
talented staff across the HSBC network particularly the UK
HQ’s in Birmingham and London plus centres of excellence
in Leeds, Sheffield, India and Poland.

Q
A

When and what brought you to Jersey?

Q
A

3 things that help you relax?

Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

I was born in Jersey. Having lived away from Jersey I
appreciate the island more and the reason I moved back was
because it is a beautiful place to bring up a family, with great
schools, leisure facilities and restaurants. It also offers a great
balance of work and social life. My main passions are family,
flying, fishing, my motorcycle, enjoying good food and the
great beaches we have. So Jersey wins.
Flying, fishing and spending time with my wife Siobhan and
our three children, and the dog Lola and the rabbit Cookie.

3 things that keep you awake at night?
Like all parents I naturally worry about my children and that
they are happy and healthy. Otherwise nothing really……
I sleep very well indeed.

Favourite book?
“Silas Marner” Author George Eliot (Real life name
Mary Anne Evans 1890-1880).

Favourite film?
The Godfather (all of them).

Best life experience?
A number of years ago myself and a friend achieved a
long term goal of flying a Piper aircraft from Jersey down
to Casablanca and winning the Jersey aero clubs longest
distance flight for a local plane that year.

3 Things to take with you to a desert island?
My fishing rod, kayak and a compass.

CPD Future Events
Details of the Association’s 2018 CPD
programme can be found on the website

www.jado.je

For more details please contact Aimee
Maskell, at aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

An Introduction to Your Committee

Chair
International
Zoe Dixon-Smith Relations
Vernon Breese

Technical
Adviser
Philip Pirecki
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Training &
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Trina Channing

Secretary
Aimee Maskell

Memberships
Andrew Mason
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Adrian Galvin

Website
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O’Sullivan
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Mark McNicholas
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